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Under pressure: Students turn to ‘study drugs’ JCPenney
LYNDY BERRYHILL

thedmnews@gmail.com

A

s exams, assignments and responsibilities
pile up, some
students might resort to
“study drugs” for support.
Some students still say
they need it as a crutch to
balance coursework and
other responsibilities.
After self-diagnosing himself, one student, who asked
to remain anonymous, said
he feels like every person
who ever believed in him
would hold disdain for him
if he failed.
He said he started paying
other students for Adderall
throughout his time at Ole
Miss. He said he doesn’t
have health care or a way
to pay for the prescription
since he has no financial
support from his parents.
He said the Adderall is
easily accessible through
other students. He added
the students who use the
study drugs do it mostly
during high-stress times,
such as midterms and finals
week.
He said he pays for his
college through academic
scholarships, his Pell Grant
and a part-time job.
“Being a college student
and being on a tight budget
makes it hard to keep up
money for premiums,” he
said.
He said he resorts to study
drugs when feeling mentally
and physically drained.
“When I hit a block so far
as my thinking capacity is
concerned, it allows me to
tap into the deeper thought
process than I could if I were
not under stress,” he said.
He said he feels like he
could manage without stimulants if he were forced to,

but the fear of failure holds
him back.
Sandra Bentley, director
of the Student Health Center
pharmacy, said the student
pharmacy actually fills more
urgent care medications on
campus, such as antibiotics,
flu and cold symptom treatments, than study drugs.
Bentley said the pharmacy fills out relatively few Adderall and Ritalin prescriptions but did not divulge the
exact number.
Dr. Randy Yates, director
of University Health Services, said Adderall works
best when taken as prescribed, but study drugs like
Adderall and Ritalin have
addictive qualities similar to cocaine and opioids.
They are Schedule II drugs,
meaning the Drug Enforcement Agency has labelled
them highly addictive.
Nearly 10 percent of
American children from 4 to
17 years old are diagnosed
with ADHD, according to a
2015 report from the Centers For Disease Control and
Prevention.
But due to the high accessibility of the drug via
students who sell the prescription pills, as many as 1
in 5 college students abuses
prescription stimulants or
“study drugs,” such as Adderall, Ritalin and Vyvanse,
at least once in his or her
lifetime, according to the
most recent data from the
Partnership for Drug-Free
Kids.
Yates said Adderall and
similar drugs act as stimulant medications, not intended for stress, but rather for ADHD or narcolepsy.
The medicine is often used
by students for lack of focus,
poor concentration or to im-
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closing
troubles
Oxford
shoppers
HANNAH WARE
XINYI SONG

thedmnews@gmail.com

National
department
store brand JCPenney
plans to close the doors of
stores around the country
this year, including the
company’s 35-year-old location in the Oxford Mall.
On Friday, JCPenney
announced that 138 of its
locations will be closing
nationwide, according to
Fortune.
The company will consolidate its locations to those
that can make money with
their chains of boutiques,
like Sephora. The company
also plans to open new appliance and home service
stores in many of its locations.
According to USA Today,
the store closures will displace nearly 5,000 workers, but some will receive
transfer opportunities. The
company will also continue
to operate 900 stores nationwide.
Walter Boney has been
the manager of the Oxford
location for 14 years and
said he has worked for the
company for 35 years. He
said the location will begin liquidation on April 17
and its doors will officially
close on June 18.
JCPenney has been open
on Jackson Avenue since
1982, through a few generations of Oxonian shoppers.
“I can tell you one thing:
It sucks,” Oxford resident
Pete Allison said. “I love
Penney’s. I always have,
and I don’t get why they’re
closing the store.”
Allison said he doesn’t
know where he is going to
shop once the store offi-

SEE JCPENNEY PAGE 4
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Solving political problems without politicians

DANIEL PAYNE

thedmopinion@gmail.com

When it comes to doing
good in the world, we sometimes forget that it can be
done outside of the ideological
sphere. I, guiltier than most,
often try to “help” others by
arguing for more health coverage or a higher rate of acceptance of refugees.
Sometimes we forget the

work to make the world a better place can be done without
governmental change.
The left and right are both
guilty of this omission, and
now, with highly polarizing
issues arising daily, it is important for us to act, not just
think, on our ideas of how to
improve our world.
A good example of this is the
recent restriction on refugees.
Whether you believe refugees
should be banned from our
country or not, we can help
them.
Not just through policy
changes or voting a certain
way but by individually contributing to their cause. There
are many organizations that
need volunteers and financial
support, such as UNICEF,
Doctors Without Borders
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and the International Rescue
Committee, in order to save
the lives of those who are displaced and vulnerable.
Similarly, the problems of
poverty in the U.S. can be addressed with and without policy changes. There are countless programs that can assist
in fighting poverty all around
us.
In Oxford, there are several ways to get involved with
these efforts, such as the Food
Pantry or the Interfaith Compassion Ministry.
This is not an argument for
a larger or smaller government. Instead, it is an invitation to look past political ideas
to serve one another.
For the Conservative, now
is the time to prove you can
make America great again.

thedmcopy@gmail.com

stances, we can set aside our
differences to get real work
done in individual communities and the government as a
whole.
Our political ideas should
push us toward serving others,
not against it.
If you think the government
is going in the wrong direction, change it.
If you think the government
is going in the right direction,
prove it.
We may find that in trying
to change or prove our systems, our desires to stand by
our beliefs will turn to desires
to stand by our fellow humans.

Daniel Payne is a freshman
integrated
marketing
communications major from
Collierville, Tennessee.
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This can be achieved through
caring about one another,
therefore improving the nation as a whole.
For the Liberal, now is the
time to make the changes you
want to see in the country. No
one can elect a new president
today, but people can come
together to make changes they
want to see.
In looking past the political solutions to the personal
ones, maybe there could be a
decrease in the polarization
we see across communities
nationwide.
When we serve our neighbors, we see the humanity in
them. We understand their
circumstances and see ourselves in their place.
When people are seen as
humans instead of political
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published. Publication is limited to one letter
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authenticity. Letters from students should
include grade classification and major; letters
from faculty and staff should include title and
the college, school or department where the
person is employed.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The
op-ed
“Secret
Surveillance:
The
CIA,
your smart TV and you”
makes
some
extremely
inaccurate allegations that
the students and faculty of
the Center for Intelligence
and Security Studies would
like to address.
The article claims that CIA
is hacking the smartphones,
computers, and televisions
of U.S. citizens. However,
the CIA is legally prohibited
from collecting intelligence
on U.S. citizens.
The National Security
Act,
which
established
the CIA, in Section 102,
Article D, Part 3 states, “the
agency shall have no police,
subpoena, law-enforcement
powers,
or
internalsecurity functions.”
To
further protect the rights
of U.S. citizens, the Foreign
Intelligence Security Act
(FISA) of 1978 reiterated
in Title I, Section 101 that
American citizens have the
right to privacy and the CIA
cannot intentionally gather
intelligence any American
citizen whether or not they
are on US soil.
Therefore, the article’s
allegation that “there has
been no evidence that
National Security Agency
or CIA mass surveillance
has thwarted any largeor medium-scale terrorist

plots” is absolutely true.
Neither agency has any
legal authority to conduct
mass surveillance on U.S.
citizens. No U.S. institution
has any right to gather
information on U.S. citizens
without probable cause and
a warrant. A quick check
of U.S. legal history would
have helped the author
clearly understand this.
Finally, if the author is
worried about any sort
of privacy or security
violation, he should look
more into organizations
such as Google, Android,
or Samsung, where people
willingly choose to store
their information.
Government
agencies
cannot get information from
these companies without
obtaining a warrant, which
requires probable cause
and due process, but the
small print in your user
agreements allows these
organizations to collect
any information on you –
and to use the information
in any way that you have
agreed, including selling it
to outside organizations.

On March 8, 2017, The Daily Mississippian published an
opinion piece titled, “The CIA,
your smart TV and you,” that
is riddled with fallacies and inaccurate assumptions. While
many portions are problematic, this letter focuses on the
article’s demonstrable lack of
understanding for the CIA’s
mission abroad in protecting
the country.
The article’s primary argument is that “the CIA is allegedly hacking televisions to
spy on us.”
Unless the “you” referenced
in the title and the “us” referenced in the conclusion are a
“foreign person,” as defined
by 22 CFR §120.16 of the U.S.
Code of Federal Regulations,
operating outside of the U.S.
and requires the intelligence
scrutiny of the CIA, the argument made about privacy concerns for U.S. citizens is moot
given the surveillance techniques leaked cannot even be
used on a U.S. citizen or person by the CIA.
Unlike the NSA and FBI,
who typically apply for specialized warrants under FISA
to surveil U.S. citizens and
persons who have met probaFaculty and students from ble cause thresholds for counthe Center for Intelligence terterrorism and counterintelStudies contributed to this ligence purposes, the CIA can
letter.
only utilize the tools disclosed
to WikiLeaks for foreign surveillance purposes.

Sun.-Wed. 10:30am-1:00am, Thurs.-Sat. 10:30am-2:00am

28748

Additionally, CIA’s response
on March 8 saying they are
“legally prohibited from conducting electronic surveillance
targeting individuals here at
home, including our fellow
Americans, and CIA does not
do so,” nullifies the author’s
under-researched argument.
The article misconstrues the
CIA’s mission and who can be
targeted by its surveillance.
The author’s misplaced outrage, within the context of the
recent leaks, over the agency’s
technical surveillance capabilities is based entirely on misinformation.
Simple research could have
prevented a factually flawed
article from being published.
Rest assured, you can continue to have discussions with
your microwave because the
CIA certainly isn’t listening.

CORRECTION
The photograph of
Valeria Beasley-Ross
on Monday’s front
page was taken by
staff photographer
Xinyi Song.

Alex Crouch is a sophomore
public policy major from Glen
Ellyn, Illinois.

33644
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JCPENNEY

continued from page 1
cially closes. Department
stores Marshalls and Ross
Dress for Less opened new
locations in Oxford in the
past months, offering locals
other options.
“I’d rather come here than
Marshalls or Ross,” Allison
said. “I’ve never been inside
those places, and I’ve been
here on a weekly basis.”
Oxford local Joyce Richard said she likes to shop at
JCPenney because she can
find clothes for her grandchildren at good prices.
“I think it’s a shame,”
Richard said. “We don’t
have a lot of retailers, so I
think it’s bad for the community. It’s probably the
best store in town with the
sales and everything.”
Senior Shan Tuo said she
has been buying clothes at
JCPenney since she’s studied in Oxford. Tuo said she
spends between $100 and
$300 per year in the store
and sees the store’s closing
as a pity she expected to
come soon.
“JCPenney is not a fashion store for young people,
but they use big discounts
and sales to attract the older customers,” Tuo said.
“But if people spend time
on finding clothes there,
they can still find good

PHOTOS BY: XINYI SONG

products.”
JCPenney CEO Mark Ellison stated in a press release
that closing stores will allow the company to make
changes to its business in
order to compete with the
growing online retail scene.
Beth McCullen, an Oxford
JCPenney customer, said
she prefers to shop in-store.
“I have three daughters, so it’s easier for me to
take them and let them try
clothes on rather than ordering online and having
to return them,” McCullen
said.

Most young voters don’t see Trump as strong leader
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON (AP) — Jermaine Anderson keeps going
back to the same memory of
Donald Trump, then a candidate for president of the United
States, referring to some Mexican immigrants as rapists and
murderers.
"You can't be saying that (if)
you're the president," says Anderson, a 21-year-old student
from Coconut Creek, Florida.
That Trump is undeniably
the nation's 45th president
doesn't sit easily with young
Americans like Anderson who
are the nation's increasingly
diverse electorate of the future,
according to a new poll. A majority of young adults — 57 percent — see Trump's presidency
as illegitimate, including about
three-quarters of blacks and

large majorities of Latinos and
Asians, the GenForward poll
found.
GenForward is a poll of adults
age 18 to 30 conducted by the
Black Youth Project at the University of Chicago with The Associated Press-NORC Center
for Public Affairs Research.
A slim majority of young
whites in the poll, 53 percent,
consider Trump a legitimate
president, but even among that
group 55 percent disapprove of
the job he's doing, according to
the survey.
"That's who we voted for.
And obviously America wanted him more than Hillary Clinton," said Rebecca Gallardo, a
30-year-old nursing student
from Kansas City, Missouri,
who voted for Trump.

Trump's legitimacy as president was questioned earlier this
year by Rep. John Lewis, D-Ga.:
"I think the Russians participated in helping this man get elected. And they helped destroy the
candidacy of Hillary Clinton."
Trump routinely denies that
and says he captured the presidency in large part by winning
states such as Michigan and
Wisconsin that Clinton may
have taken for granted.
Overall, just 22 percent of
young adults approve of the job
he is doing as president, while
62 percent disapprove.
Trump's rhetoric as a candidate and his presidential decisions have done much to keep
the question of who belongs in
America atop the news, though
he's struggling to accomplish

some key goals. Powered by
supporters chanting, "build the
wall," Trump has vowed to erect
a barrier along the southern
U.S. border and make Mexico
pay for it — which Mexico refuses to do. Federal judges in three
states have blocked Trump's
executive orders to ban travel
to the U.S. from seven — then
six — majority-Muslim nations.
In Honolulu, U.S. District
Judge Derrick Watson this
week cited "significant and unrebutted evidence of religious
animus" behind the travel ban,
citing Trump's own words calling for "a complete shutdown
of Muslims entering the United
States."
And yes, Trump did say
in his campaign announcement speech on June 6, 2015:

"When Mexico sends its people, A
they're not sending their best... T
They're bringing drugs. They're o
bringing crime. They're rap- t
ists. And some, I assume, are c
good people." He went farther e
in subsequent statements, later m
telling CNN: "Some are good
and some are rapists and some m
w
are killers."
It's extraordinary rhetoric for p
the leader of a country where, n
by around 2020, half of the na- p
tion's children will be part of a
minority race or ethnic group, o
the Census Bureau projects. i
Non-Hispanic whites are ex- i
pected to be a minority by 2044. h
Of all of Trump's tweets and
rhetoric, the statements about s
Mexicans are the ones to which i
v
i
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Professor receives national award, fellowship
BLAKE ALSUP

thedmnews@gmail.com

Professor Jodi Skipper is
the most recent recipient
of the Mississippi Humanities Council’s Humanities
Scholar Award and was selected as one of eight recipients of the national Whiting
Public Engagement Fellowship this month.
Skipper, a Lafayette, Louisiana, native, has taught
anthropology and Southern
studies on campus since
2011. She was recognized
this year for her work educating students about slavery with the local educational project, Beyond the
Big House: Interpreting
Slavery in Local Communities.
Since 2016, the Whiting
Public Engagement Fellowship has annually awarded
eight American educators
with $50,000 fellowships
to “pursue a public-facing
project,” according to its
website. Skipper earned
her spot in the foundation’s
2017 class with her proposed plan to connect the
organizers of different education-focussed grassroots
organizations, like Behind
the Big House, across the
country.

VOTERS

continued from page 4

Anderson returns. He says
Trump's business background
on paper is impressive enough
to qualify him for the presidency. But he suggests that's different than Trump earning legitimacy as president.
"I'm thinking, he's saying that
most of the people in the world
who are raping and killing people are the immigrants. That's
not true," said Anderson, whose
parents are from Jamaica.
Megan Desrochers, a 21-yearold student from Lansing, Michigan, says her sense of Trump's
illegitimacy is more about why
he was elected.
"I just think it was kind of a
situation where he was voted
in based on his celebrity status
versus his ethics," she said, adding that she is not necessarily

PHOTO COURTESY : SOUTHERNSTUDIES.OLEMISS.EDU

“So [we are bringing] people generally interested in
interpreting slavery in the
state together to talk about
how to best do that or more
effectively help local people
to do that,” Skipper said.
Holly Springs homeowners Jenifer Eggleston and
Chelius Carter founded Behind the Big House in 2012

after discovering their new,
antebellum-era home was
once an operating plantation.
“So when they moved in,
Chelius, who is a historic
architect, recognized that
the place identified as a
shed by some was obviously a kitchen,” Skipper said.
“There is a fireplace there.

against Trump's immigration
policies.
The poll participants said
in interviews that they don't
necessarily vote for one party's candidates over another's,
a prominent tendency among
young Americans, experts say.
And in the survey, neither party
fares especially strongly.
Just a quarter of young Americans have a favorable view of
the Republican Party, and 6 in
10 have an unfavorable view.
Majorities of young people
across racial and ethnic lines
hold negative views of the GOP.
The Democratic Party performs better, but views aren't
overwhelmingly positive. Young
people are more likely to have a
favorable than an unfavorable
view of the Democratic Party by
a 47 percent to 36 percent margin. But just 14 percent say they
have a strongly favorable view
of the Democrats.
Views of the Democratic Par-

ty are most favorable among
young people of color. Roughly
6 in 10 blacks, Asians and Latinos hold positive views of the
party. Young whites are somewhat more likely to have unfavorable than favorable views, 47
percent to 39 percent.
As for Trump, 8 in 10 young
people think he is doing poorly
in terms of the policies he's put
forward and 7 in 10 have negative views of his presidential
demeanor.
"I do not like him as a person," says Gallardo of Trump.
She nonetheless voted for
Trump because she didn't trust
Clinton. "I felt like there wasn't
much choice."
The poll of 1,833 adults age
18-30 was conducted Feb. 16
through March 6 using a sample drawn from the probability-based GenForward panel,
which is designed to be representative of the U.S. young adult
population.

There are separate quarters, like apartments and
also a loft space with a solid
floor. This logic led him to
believe that this is probably
where their enslaved persons slept.”
Eggleston and Carter
learned from the slave census schedules that between
1850 and 1860, the family
who owned the home had
nine slaves. The duo met
with other property owners
in the city who had similar
units on their properties
and began the program to
interpret those properties.
Skipper said the Beyond
the Big House project now
provides tours of the historic sites in Holly Springs with
the goal of educating people
about the experiences of enslaved people. She has been
involved with the program
since 2012 and plans to use
her fellowship to further its
effect on Mississippi. The
National Humanities Alliance also supports the Beyond the Big House strategy, once calling it a “model
for collaborative, publicly
engaged work.”
The Whiting Public Engagement
Fellowship’s
website states its fellowships are awarded to make
exploratory grants to a few
broader efforts to make a

place in the world for humanities research, teaching and public engagement,
and Skipper’s intentions
meet this description.
“The goal of that program is to bring people in
education, private property owners, other types of
grassroots movements like
the Behind the Big House
program, together,” Skipper said.
The fellowship foundation is funding a one semester sabbatical for Skipper
and contributing $10,000
toward the development of
her project, which will begin this fall and continue
through next spring.
Skipper’s research on the
topic of slavery also earned
her the Mississippi Humanities Council’s Humanities
Scholar Award. Skipper
said the council recognizes
public humanities work and
scholars who work with local communities. She was
awarded during a ceremony
at the Old Capitol Museum
in Jackson in February as
the sole 2017 recipient.
“I was awarded for that
work [with Behind the Big
House] and more broadly
for helping to expand the
narrative on slavery in the
state of Mississippi,” she
said.

STUDY DRUGS

ual patient circumstances.
“It is therapeutic for those
students with (attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder) proven by appropriate
testing,” Yates said.
Yates said stress can often
be managed through taking
advantage of the services
offered by the University
Counseling Center.
The counseling center on
campus offers individual
and group therapy for students struggling with anxiety, depression, stress and
substance abuse, as well as
a hotline for emergency use,
according to the website.
“Unfortunately, it has a
high potential for dependency, abuse and diversion
(by) selling to those without
a prescription for illegal use.
Thus it is highly regulated
by the Drug Enforcement
Agency,” Yates said.

continued from page 1
prove alertness.
The number of individuals with ADHD in the United States has tripled to 11
percent, and sales of ADHD
medications are generating
nearly $10 billion worth of
revenue every year, according to the Huffington Post.
The study drugs do not
raise intelligence, but students rely on them to power through late-night cramming sessions or for the
ability to research and write
a paper in one night.
Yates said there are other resources for students
struggling with stress management. There are medications available for anxiety
and depression, which are
prescribed based on individ-

PHONE IN ONE HAND

TICKET

IN THE OTHER
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March 21-22 | 10 AM until 2 PM
We’ll be at the Student Housing Fair at the circle on campus.
Come see us and we will waive your service fee when you
sign a lease. Simply use the promo code that we give you
at our table to save big.
*Certain restrictions apply. See associate for details.

2405 Anderson Road, Oxford, MS 38655 | 662.550.2003 | RetreatAtOxford.com
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ICYMI: Kim Kardashian West finally tells all
COLUMN
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and 3x3 box contains the
numbers 1 through 9 with
no repeats.
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HOW TO PLAY

Children aren't happy without something to ignore,
And that's what parents were created for.
-- Ogden Nash
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Sudoku #6
5 9 1 3 8 6 4
8 6 7 5 2 4 3
4 2 3 7 9 1 6
1 5 6 8 7 3 2
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6 8 9 4 3 7 1
4 1 5 9 8

Insane Sudoku by KrazyDad, Volume 1, Book 2

Puzzles by KrazyDad
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pated episode of “KUWTK”
(Yes, of course I tuned in)?
This was by far the rarest
and most emotional episode
ever – probably more emotional than Caitlyn Jenner’s
transition. Kardashian West
definitely opened up and became more vulnerable than
ever before.
The episode started off
with amateur footage of a
traumatized Kim entering
her New York condo with
numerous security guards
and husband, Kanye West,
by her side. The episode also
incorporated actual footage
of Kanye stopping a show
mid-concert after receiving
the horrifying news his wife
had been held up abroad.
Soon after, we learn he flew
to Paris to be by her side.
As the show continues,
Kardashian West sits with
her sisters Kourtney and
Khloe Kardashian and revealed what everyone had
been waiting to know: What
really happened that night?
Kardashian West speculated
during her shocking revelation, “What I think happened now after thinking

4

CROSSWORD PUZZLE BROUGHT TO YOU BY DOMINO’S
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Kardashian West, could you
care less? Probably not.
So what happened on Sunday night’s much-antici-

3

After more than five
months of silence following
the notorious Paris heist,
Kim Kardashian West held
nothing back on last night’s
episode of “Keeping Up
With The Kardashians.” Last
October, Kardashian West
was involved in a shocking
multi-million dollar heist in
Paris while she stayed in her
hotel room alone. The heist
resulted in $4 million worth
of jewelry being stolen and
ultimately traumatized the
reality star, who then took
a long-deserved hiatus from
social media. Now, Kardashian West is back on social media, seemingly better
than ever, posting belfies
(butt selfies) and glam pictures. Unfortunately, the social media heist caused her
to lose millions of dollars.
But of course, if you’re Kim
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make this quick decision.
Am I going to run down the
stairs and be shot in the
back?” Kardashian said.
Overwhelmed, she struggled
to continue her story, “But
either they’re going to shoot
me in the back, or if I make
it and they don’t, if the elevator doesn’t open in time or
the stairs are locked, then ...
There’s no way out.”
Kardashian, who was
afraid she would be sexually
assaulted, or worse, said she
pleaded with the robbers to
let her go because she is a
mother to two young children. Aggravated, the robbers tied Kardashian with
plastic cables, taped her
hands and duct taped her
mouth and legs. The thieves
stole a jewelry box with approximately $6.7 million
worth of jewels, before leaving Kardashian bonded and
terrified in her hotel bathtub.
Immediately after the airing of last night’s episode,
Kardashian West posted
on Instagram a family photo including mother, Kris
Jenner, and sisters Kendall
Jenner and Kourtney Kardashian. The caption read,
“I took a tragic horrific experience and did not let it
diminish me, rather grew
and evolved and allowed the
experience to teach me, I
can say I’ve become so much
better because of it...thank
you for allowing me to share
my story tonight #KUWTK.”
Well said, Kim.
This robbery truly could
happen to anyone, that’s
what makes it so surreal
knowing it happened to the
social media queen herself, Kim Kardashian West.
I am so thankful nothing
happened to her physically.
What would her fans and
I do with our lives without
her breaking the internet
with her infamous selfies on
Instagram?
2

about it so much is that there
was probably a group of guys
that were following us the
entire trip.” She continued,
saying, “I was Snapchatting
that I was home and everyone was going to go out, so I
think they knew Pascal [Duvier, her bodyguard] was
out with Kourtney and that
I was there by myself.” As
Kardashian told her story, it
immediately gave me chills
to think someone could do
such a thing.
Kardashian West said
she heard footsteps, which
frightened her, so she called
out but received no response. She then recalled,
“[...At] that moment, when
there wasn’t an answer, my
heart started to get really tense,” she said. “I knew
something wasn’t quite
right.”
Imagining this scenario ever happening, to Kardashian West or even someone I love, truly breaks my
heart. According to Kim,
suddenly,
the
burglars,
dressed in police uniforms,
bombarded her while holding a man who was later
identified as the hotel concierge. The concierge was
forced to act as Kardashian
West’s translator during the
robbery. Kardashian West
reported that the robbers
knew she was the wife of
Kanye West and that they
were looking for her. The
concierge relayed to Kardashian West as the robbers
shouted, “Let us in!”
Once inside, the robbers demanded Kardashian
West’s “second” engagement
ring from Kanye West, estimated to be worth around $4
million, which Kardashian
gave up without hesitation.
They then grabbed her in
the hallway of the stairs.
Kardashian explained how
she – in panic mode – tried
to think of a plan. “I have a
split second in my mind to

AKIM POWELL
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Erin Austen Abbott gives book reading tomorrow
JACQUELINE KNIRNSCHILD
jaknirns@go.olemiss.edu

Erin Austen Abbott can
now add ‘author’ to her repertoire of artist, photographer, maker and shop owner.
At 5 p.m. tomorrow at Off
Square Books, Abbott, the
owner of the local home and
gift shop Amelia, will be signing and presenting her new
book, “How to Make It” – the
ultimate guide to earning a
living by creating things.
“How to Make It” features
insight from 25 illustrators,
jewelry designers, ceramicists, painters, clothing designers and printmakers on
how to be a successful creative entrepreneur.
Abbott said “How to Make
It” is an extension of her 2011
Instagram series “Studio Stories,” which looked behind
the scenes of different artists
in her shop. “Studio Series”

NewsWatch
Monday
through
Friday
5 pm
Channel 99

creative,” Abbott said.
“How to Make It” includes
only a few artists from Abbott’s shop; the rest were selected based on region and
the type of craft each artist

think in a structured manner,
which can makes business
matters difficult. According
to her, if an artist is not organized or does not have an
organized team member,
“it’ll be a constant struggle of
feeling scattered.”
Abbott said writing a book
for the first time was a wonderful experience. She not
only interviewed the 25 artists and wrote about them
but also did all the photography for her book.
“It’s been so eye-opening,”
Abbott said about being an
author. “I think some people
think you just sit down and
write a book and you’re done,
but there’s so much that goes
into it.”
Despite the hard work, Abbott still loved writing “How
to Make It” so much that she
is already in the process of
working on her second book
but is not at liberty to give
any details.
All she said of her next
book is that it will be totally
different from “How to Make
It.”
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The 30-minute show
is the ONLY LOCAL
television newscast
generating news
directly to and for
Ole Miss, Oxford, and
Lafayette County.

PHOTO COURTESY: ERIN AUSTEN ABBOTT TWITTER.COM

was just a glimpse, but “How
to Make It” is more in-depth.
“This is me actually asking
them questions and digging
in and getting their take on
how to make it as a working

makes. Abbott said she wanted to have a lot of diversity
and variation in the book.
“There’s 13 states and Canada, so I felt like we got a
really good range that way,”
she said.
All of the featured artists
coincided with two main
pieces of advice – the importance of taking some business courses and staying organized. Abbott said most of
the featured creators in her
book have art degrees but
were never offered business
courses in art school.
“I think every single one
of them was like, ‘Why don’t
they teach us this in art
school?’” Abbott said. “’Why
don’t we know how to make
this a viable career?’”
Staying organized was another critical component of
being a successful creative
entrepreneur.
“That was the No. 1 tip,”
Abbott said. “You have to be
organized to actually be a
creative person making a career out of this.”
Abbott said artistic people
do not always necessarily
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Ole Miss gains its confidence back at the plate
you know, at this next level everybody can throw evthedmsports@gmail.com
ery pitch for a strike pretty
much, so you just have to be
Ole Miss scored eight
ready to hit whatever and
runs in the last four innings
be competitive at the plate.”
of its series-clinching, fourThey’ve also gotten a
hour marathon 10-8 win
taste
of the SEC and what
over Vanderbilt Sunday.
a
lengthy
war each game is.
It was a welcomed barrage
“It’s
definitely
kind of
of offense, seeing that this
what
I
expected
it
to be. It
team had endured a stretch
is
a
battle,”
Dillard
said.
of nine games in which it
“Aces
on
Friday,
really
good
only plated 21 runs, a little
pitchers Saturday and Sununder two per game. As obday. You’ve got to scrap to
viously frustrating as it is
get as many runs as you
for a ball club to go through
can and keep fighting. Yesan offensive drought, it can
terday some tensions were
be especially damaging to
flaring, but that is SEC
the confidence of a young
baseball. It was a really
team like Ole Miss. With
good experience.”
four and often times five
Ole Miss had some pep in
freshman bats in the lineits
step following the war it
up, it was particularly diswon
on Sunday, and with
couraging.
good
reason. The team –
“It’s more so about the
especially
the young guys –
momentum.
We’ve
got
gained
much-needed
confisome fight in us. Just godence
at
the
plate
and
took
ing through the emotions
a
series
from
one
of
the
preof the game, it kind of takes
season
favorites
to
win
the
a toll on our approach, and
College
World
Series.
Head
we just stuck to our roucoach Mike Bianco is fully
tine and tried not to do
aware of the lengthy grind
too much,” veteran secthat is a college baseball
ond baseman Tate Blackseason and didn’t think his
man said. “It was weird
team had lost confidence,
because at the beginning
even with its offensive
of the game, balls weren’t
struggles.
really flying, and then you
“Is that the game that gets
look up and it’s the fifth inyou
going? Well, you hope
ning and we score from the
so.
You
hope each game is
fifth through the ninth. It
the
game
that makes you
was kind of what we needbetter
and
gain some coned because the past couple
fidence,”
Bianco
said. “Cerof weekends we had a good
tainly
everyone
looks
at that
approach, had a lot of hits,
game
and
says
that’s
the
but only would score one
one
they
needed
to
get
them
run.”
going. We scored eight runs
Ole Miss was able to overfrom the fifth inning on.
come its offensive shortCertainly it has been publicomings and use its pitchcized enough how we swung
ing to earn a series win on
it over the last couple of
the opening weekend of
weeks. I think that is more
SEC play, which is all that
us. I think we feel that, and
will be visible in the standyes, I think we have been
ings at the end of the day.
swinging better of late. You
But the Rebels do hope that
need games like that to gain
spurt of offense was more
some confidence.”
than a spurt and that it is
PHOTO BY: CAMERON BROOKS
Notes:
here to stay as they go on
Freshman
Thomas
Dillard
waits
for
a
pitch
during
Ole
Miss’
game
against
Texas
Tech
Saturday,
March
4,
at
Minute
Maid
Park
in
An
X-ray
on
Ryan
the road for four games this
Houston
earlier
this
season.
Dillard
said
you
have
to
be
ready
to
hit
anything
and
be
competitive
at
the
plate
against
pitchers
like
Olenek’s
hand
showed
no
week, beginning with MemKyle
Wright
on
Friday’s
game
against
Vanderbilt.
bone
damage.
The
sophphis and then culminating
“I think one of the biggest definite first rounder – on omore center fielder was
with their first conference ball to the middle or right
road series at Kentucky this side – your opposite side things is definitely the ve- Friday was fun to face a struck by a pitch twice in
of what you hit – because if locity,” freshman outfielder guy like that because you two days on his left hand.
weekend.
“We’ve been working on you do that, you are going Thomas Dillard said. “Fac- know every Friday night in He stayed in the game Satour two-strike adjustments to stay on the ball longer,” ing a guy like (Vanderbilt the SEC that you’re going urday but was forced to exit
pitcher) Kyle Wright – a to face a guy like that. But Sunday’s contest after beand really trying to hit the Blackman said.
ing hit again.
Sean Johnson will draw
3 BEDROOM 3 BATH. ALL ST ANDREWS UMC CHILDREN’S
his
first start in more than
APPLIANCES INCLUDED. $900.00 DR. Part time Children’s Director
a
year
against Memphis
DEPOSIT/$900.00/MO.
COLLEGE St. Andrew’s United Methodist Church
The DEADLINE to place, correct or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one business day
HILL AREA. (662)473-2885 (662)473- in Oxford, MS, is receiving applications Tuesday. The 6-foot-7 sein advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through Friday.
2114
for a part time Children’s Director. Job nior made nine starts a
starts as soon as March 26, 2017. Ten
Classified ads must be prepaid. All major credit cards accepted. No refunds
WEEKEND RENTAL
season again and logged
hours per week, approximately $12 an
on classified ads once published.
WEEKEND RENTALS Event week- hour. Responsibility for coordinating 32.2 innings and a 3-1 reThe DM reserves the right to refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or
ends or any time. Locally owned and weekly ministry and special events for
cord.
questionable products or services.
operated, BBB accredited (662)801- approximately 35 children, 3 years old
Sophomore
pitcher
6692 www.oxfordtownhouse.com
To place your ad in The Daily Mississippian Classifieds section,
through 6th grade. Sunday mornings
James
McArthur
will
revisit: http://www.thedmonline.com/classifieds.
and Sunday evenings required. Must
BUSINESS
turn
to
the
rotation
this
have excellent organization and comTWO BDRM, TWO BATH at The TRANSCULTURAL CARE ADHD,
munication skills, computer and social Thursday
against KenAPARTMENT FOR RENT
Mark. Includes major appliances, Anxiety, Bipolar, Depression, Psych
media proficiency. Application Dead- tucky. The right-hander
Evaluation
&
Medication
Management
LARGE 2 BEDROOM/2.5 BATH water, internet, and TV cable. $950/ www.transcultural-care.com Tel: 662- line March 25, 2017. Please send a
townhouse with W/D included. No month. Available 8/1/2017. (662)456- 234-5317 Olamide Alabi, PMHNP-BC current resume and a letter of intro- had missed his last two
pets. 1 year lease. Quiet atmosphere. 6226
duction to Mrs. Danahy. Complete starts with a strained forePART-TIME
Deposit required. Call (662)234-0000
job description will be made available arm. Bianco said he threw
HOUSE FOR RENT
once the initial application is received. a bullpen on Monday and
Submit resume by email only to Bevfelt good, signifying that he
erly Danahy, bdanahy548@gmail.
is healthy and ready to go.
com.
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Track and field debuts in outdoor preseason top 25
OLEMISSSPORTS.COM

NEW ORLEANS – 2017 has
been a year of firsts for the Ole
Miss track & field program, and
it was more of the same Monday with the release of the U.S.
Track & Field and Cross Country Coaches Association (USTFCCCA) preseason national
rankings.
For the first time since the
USTFCCCA began publishing
national rankings in 2008,
the Rebel women are among
the preseason top 25 outdoor
teams, debuting at No. 23 this
week. The men are ranked 13th,
their highest outdoor ranking
since 2014 and the fourth time
they have been outdoor preseason top 25 since 2008.
This is the second time in the
history of the USTFCCCA outdoor rankings that the Ole Miss
men and women have been top
25 at the same time. It also happened in week four last season.
Ole Miss, under the direction
of second-year head coach Connie Price-Smith, will rub spikes
with fellow ranked teams
throughout the outdoor season. The Southeastern Conference is loaded with an amazing
11 men’s teams and 11 women’s
teams in the preseason top 25.
That means all but two men’s
teams and all but three women’s teams in the league are
currently top 25 in the nation.
Ranked SEC men’s teams
include No. 1 Florida, No. 3 Arkansas, No. 4 Texas A&M, No.
5 LSU, No. 8 Alabama, No. 9
Georgia, No. 13 Ole Miss, No.
14 Tennessee, No. 22 Kentucky, No. 24 Auburn and No.
25 South Carolina. Women’s
squads are No. 2 Kentucky, No.
3 Arkansas, No. 4 LSU, No. 6
Florida, No. 7 Georgia, No. 11
Tennessee, No. 12 Texas A&M,
No. 15 Alabama, No. 22 South
Carolina, No. 23 Ole Miss and
No. 24 Auburn.
The USTFCCCA national
team computer rankings are
compiled by a mathematical
formula based on the NCAA
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Raven Saunders competes in the 2016 Conference Clash at the Birmingham CrossPlex in Birmingham, Ala. Saunders is one of the four Olympians scheduled to
compete in Saturday’s Joe Walker Invitational.
Division I Descending Order
Lists. Marks from previous seasons are included until enough
data can be drawn from the
current season, and current
freshmen aren’t included in the
rankings until they compete in
an outdoor meet. The purpose
and methodology of the rankings is to create an index that
showcases the teams that have
the best potential of achieving
the top spots in the race for a
national title.
The Ole Miss men are coming

off a tie for 16th at the NCAA
Indoor Championships and a
tie for third at the SEC Indoor
Championships. They finished
fourth in the nation and second
in the conference in cross country last fall.
Leaders for the Rebel men
include middle distance and
distance standouts Robert
Domanic, Craig Engels, MJ
Erb, Wesley Gallagher, Trevor Gilley, Ryan Manahan and
Sean Tobin, as well as throwers
Dempsey McGuigan and Brian

Williams.
The women are coming
off their best indoor season
ever (T-12th at NCAAs, fifth
at SECs) and their best cross
country season in program history (23rd at NCAAs, second at
SECs).
Leaders for the Rebel women
include throwers Raven Saunders and Janeah Stewart, pole
vaulter Lindsey Murray, distance runners Emily Bean and
Mary Alex England, and sprinters Nicole Henderson, Shan-

non Ray and Breanna Tate.
Ole Miss opens the 2017 outdoor season this Friday and
Saturday when it hosts the Joe
Walker Invitational. It will be
the first home track meet since
2014. As many as four Olympians are scheduled to compete,
including Saunders (shot put)
and former NCAA champion
pole vaulter and Rio Olympics
bronze medalist Sam Kendricks. Attendance is free, and
there will be free crawfish starting at noon.

Student Positions Available in Advertising
The S. Gale Denley Student Media Center seeks a student sales manager and student advertising account executives
for 2017-2018. Earnings based on commission. Excellent experience. Previous sales or retail experience preferred.

To apply, go to theDMonline.com and click on the “apply” link from the top of the home page.

Need to get it rented? Looking for a rental?
Need to get a job? Looking for an employee?

The DM Classifieds WORK!
Go to thedmonline.com and click on Classifieds to get started.
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Rebels host Georgia Tech in NIT quarterfinals
ETHAN WRIGHT

thedmsports@gmail.com

Andy Kennedy’s Rebels are
finally playing to the potential that has seemed to elude
them all season. It was largely a season defined by inconsistency that came with the
wins and losses en route to
a 9-8 conference record. Ole
Miss basketball was never
really able to turn big-time
scoring into big-time wins.
Until now, that is.
Booted from the SEC Tournament by Arkansas and having any hopes of a bid to the
NCAA Tournament dashed
in the process, Ole Miss was
forced to check its pride and
compete in the National Invitation Tournament. What
the tournament lacks in national recognition, it makes
up for with underrated teams
and intense matchups.

With a string of victories
that included the takedown
of top-seeded Syracuse, who
was the national champion
14 years ago, Ole Miss has
a very good shot at running
the table and taking home its
very first postseason trophy.
Standing in the Rebels’ way
in the quarterfinals is Georgia Tech, led by coach Josh
Pastner, formerly of Memphis.
The Yellow Jackets are
entering Tuesday night’s
matchup with the Rebels as
an underdog in seeding but
boast talent that could rival
Kennedy’s own. The game
will be held in Oxford at The
Pavilion, giving Ole Miss a
much-needed home advantage. This could prove invaluable, as Georgia Tech went a
measly 2-10 when playing
away from home during the
season and had the benefit of

PHOTO BY: CAMERON BROOKS

Senior Sebastian Saiz shoots the ball during a game this season. Saiz emphasized that the Rebels are playing well together recently, now that the regular season and SEC Tournament are over.
playing both NIT games thus the Rebels are simply playThat return to simplicity,
far in its own gym.
ing better together. Senior to just playing basketball and
Added to the Rebels’ home- Sebastian Saiz, playing in his not fearing the expectations
court advantage is the simple second and final postseason or desiring the individual
fact that Ole Miss has been appearance, put it best by accolades, is what has Ole
on fire lately. In their last two noting the increase in unself- Miss on track to compete for
matchups, the Rebels have ish play.
a spot in the quarterfinals
shot better than their sea“The chemistry has been at Madison Square Garden,
son average from the field, very good all year outside of “the mecca of basketball in
including an impressive .516 the arena, but once we got in the world,” as Saiz called it.
from the field at Monmouth. the court, people were look- If the Rebels can repeat the
Not to mention the past two ing out for themselves and level of play they have shown
games have seen the two their numbers,” Saiz said. the past two games, not just
highest 3-point percentages “Now [that the regular sea- against Georgia Tech but
all season – the game at Syr- son and SEC Tournament] through to next season, they
acuse, in particular, saw the are over, I think we are play- might just get invited to a
Rebels sink a season-high 15 ing together great [again]. different tournament next
from beyond the arc.
We don’t care who scores. March.
Looking past the statistics, We play basketball.”
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